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Combining heart-wrenching emotion with edge-of-your-seat tension, New York Times

bestselling author Charles Martin explores the true power of sacrificial love.Murphy Shepherd

has made a career of finding those no one else could—survivors of human trafficking. His life’s

mission is helping others find freedom . . . but then the nightmare strikes too close to

home.When his new wife, her daughter, and two other teenage girls are stolen, Murphy is left

questioning all he has thought to be true. With more dead ends than leads, he has no idea how

to find his loved ones. After everything is stripped away, love is what remains.Hope feels lost,

but Murphy is willing to expend his last breath trying to bring them home.Praise for The Letter

Keeper:“A man broken by events beyond his control accepts the challenge to walk dark ways

in order to bring the lost and helpless home, but he comes close to losing himself in the

process. Despite the hardship and heartache, Martin’s story shines with the light of eternal

hope.” —Davis Bunn, writing for Christianity Today“It is unequivocally, hands down, a

remarkable read. It’s everything you want (and a whole lot more) from a sequel . . . Y’all better

get ready. Like I said last time, clear your schedule. Then read this book . . . front to back. There 

will be more sweaty palms, fist pumps, tears, and laughter than the first one. I promise.” —

Charlie Martin, Charles Martin’s sonFull-length novelOne of the Murphy Shepherd novels:Book

One: The Water KeeperBook Two: The Letter KeeperBook Three: Coming June 2022!Includes

discussion questions for book clubsAlso by Charles Martin: The Mountain Between Us, Send

Down the Rain, Long Way Gone, When Crickets Cry
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Mindo'ermatter, “Another Great Rescuer Series: Good vs. Evil. Definitely 4.5 Stars!This is NOT

a standalone read. You must read Book 1 to both appreciate and understand this well-written

thriller suspense that continues the Murphy Shepherd's breath-taking rescuer series by

Charles Martin.Unlike Book 1, which was set primarily in Florida, this installment is set mostly

in Freetown, Colorado: a fictional isolated mountain community of vigilant rescuers, healing

survivors, and their protectors. Their nemesis is an elusive and wealthy global powerbroker that

continues to traffic the most innocent and vulnerable young victims, while now increasing

attacks on Murphy Shepherd's heroic crew. This has become personal!Murphy Shepherd, an

ex military, trained priest, and determined rescuer of victims of human trafficking, is back with

his unusual team of experts and specialists, all trying to find and extricate vulnerable abducted

young girls and boys who have been captured and held by wealthy and powerful sex traffickers

in a vast, global crime organization.Although the book centers around a difficult and haunting

theme, this action adventure is written well in a general-audience storyline that avoids explicit

descriptions and foul language and instead focuses on good storytelling and the human costs

to victims and their desperate family.Strong key characters with unique and likeable

personalities drive this intense story of dedicated rescuers, facing incredible conditions to find

the next victim or victims of sexual abuse and life-threatening slavery.At times almost

superhero protagonists take on huge risks to find those who have had their lives, futures and

all hope stolen from them. This book is a fast suspenseful read, just like the first installment.

Neither is a disappointment.Written as a first-person narrative by Murphy Shepherd, the book

is hard to put down because of multiple surprises and many plot twists.I thoroughly enjoyed

this book an look forward to the upcoming Book 3 that builds upon the first two books.”

K. Shelnutt, “Five Stars! Still not enough.. I hope you are new to Charles Martin. I’m almost at

the end of all his books so far. That makes me very sad. This book is number 2 in a series and

number 3 is coming out in 2022. The hard part of waiting for me is I read so many in between



it’s hard to keep the memories & emotions current for the next book. I know I LOVED The

Water Keeper (book1) but I really needed to cliff note it again for this one. I think I’ll reread both

for number 3. His books go beyond something you read and love. They connect on some level

you don’t expect and that’s what you don’t forget. Every single book and character he creates

stays with you. His books are magical.”

TexasReader, “No words for these words.... I cannot do justice to the way Charles Martin's

books get to me. There is suspense, love, philosophy, mystery, every emotion, every element

woven into each story. The unspeakable evil that Murphy is fighting against is tangible and

frightening, but hope prevails, love won't be banished and the goodness in the world will not

give up.  Why can't I give Martin's books 10 stars???  It's so hard to wait for the next one...”

Bookworm, “Truth in fiction. This book and its predecessor are among the finest written books

I’ve ever read. His words have a way of holding your attention and your heart. The storyline is

unfathomable, yet you know that there is more truth in these books than our human minds

want to acknowledge. I hope when parents read these stories they hold their kids a little tighter,

monitor their social media and their friends a lot closer and pray for God to protect them every

day. The world needs a lot of real life Murphy Shepherds and Bones’”

Theresa G. Feeley, “What a story!. I actually read this book by accident and I’m glad that I did.

Enjoyable is not a word that I would use to describe this novel. Maybe compelling would be

more appropriate. The central theme Is certainly a timely issue and one that deserves to be

exposed for the evil that it is. There is no way to make the tragedy of human trafficking an

enjoyable tale.However, the author’s sensitive understanding of the trauma of rescue and

recovery provide hope for humanity. His single-minded determination to rescue these victims

give us the example of a hero. One who shuns fame and wants only to restore the battered

souls to health and safety..I do wish that I had read the first book in this series (The Water

Keeper). Although Martin does give the reader background information through the form of

story-telling to his daughter Ellie, there are missing pieces that can only be satisfied by reading

the initial novel. So now I will read the first while waiting for the third to be publish.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Another breath taking trip with Charles Martin!This author has the ability

to wrap you up in the life of Murphy letting you experience the highs and lows!. His heart for

finding the captives oozed with Biblical symbolism as in Christ the good shepherd leaving the

ninety nine to find the one lost sheep. Martin somehow shows the heart of the captives like no

other author. I urge you to grab this series if you want a reading experience like no other!”

Belinda P. Bryan, “TWO THUMBS UP AND MORE!. The Letter Keeper kept me engrossed until

I finished it. Very few books are good enough to do that. Love the characters, though they're

so engaging, it's hard to realize they're not real. Charles Martin tells a hard story with such

mercy, grace and compassion. Be sure to read The Water Keeper too.”

Ebook Tops Reader DC, “Good read. This second book is much improved from the first. You

definitely need to read the first prior to this one. In the old days this would have been one book

prior to authors writing smaller books for more money making series. I have read all Mr

Martin's books, and this one is a little too macho for me but has very good truths throughout

the book. And of course he leaves a cliffhanger for another book to follow at $15 a book.”



Debbie S, “Another good read from Charles Martin. I really enjoyed this book, but probably not

as much as the first one. However, you can always rely on Charles Martin to deliver a

fascinating story.”

Loreen, “Terrific read. Great follow up to The Water Keeper. Charles Martin's writing just draws

you in.  I had a hard time putting this one down.  Can't wait for the third instalment in the series.”

Jane Wheeler, “fabulous read!. Non stop action that gets your curiosity going so you can’t put it

down. Hate the cliff hanger ending but will be waiting for the next story.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “When there is one missing, you leave the 99 and look for the ONE. Some

times it's too scary and I have to put the book down and leave it a few days....but I know he will

win.”

The book by Charles Martin has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,623 people have provided feedback.
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